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EU-OSHA’s Foresight project on the Circular Economy and its
impact on OSH
Annick Starren, Yuri Bruinen de Bruin, Emmanuelle Brun

Safety and health at work is everyone’s concern. It’s good for you. It’s good for business.

Brussels, 14 June 2022

Background to EU-OSHA’s foresight work
OBJECTIVE:

To anticipate new and emerging challenges to Occupational Safety
and Health (OSH)
• EU Strategic Framework on Health and Safety at Work 2014-2020, Community Strategy
2007-2012
Calls EU-OSHA to “Anticipate possible negative effects of new technologies and changes in work organisation
on workers’ health and safety”

• EU Strategic Framework on Health and Safety at Work 2021-2027
Key objective: “Anticipating and managing change in the new world of work brought about by the
green, digital and demographic transitions”

https://osha.europa.eu
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EU-OSHA’s foresight work

▪ 2002 – 2006: 4 Expert forecasts
• On emerging physical, chemical, biological and psychosocial risks
• Based on Delphi surveys

▪ Since 2008: 3 Foresight cycles based on scenario-building
• OSH in green jobs

• Digitalisation and effects OSH
• Circular Economy and its effects on OSH (ON-GOING)

https://osha.europa.eu
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Method: Scenario-building

▪ A tool for strategic futures thinking
− Doesn’t assume the future is pre-determined, doesn’t demand consensus
− To provide insight and stimulate debate into ways to shape the future

https://singularityhub.com/2016/04/05/how-to-thinkexponentially-and-better-predict-the-future/

▪ Scenarios of plausible, possible futures:
− Help policy-makers gain insights into long-term developments

− Better understand what decisions could help avoid/ encourage these futures

▪ Participatory:
− To engage with different groups of stakeholders and generate strategic
discussions
− With multi-disciplinary experts and policy-makers to gain knowledge of each
other’s disciplines and mainstream OSH

▪ Global approach
− Societal, technological, economical, political context are taken into account

“It offers the possibility to be
more creative than in usual
meetings.”
“It opens your mind, a good
tool to be creative.”
“It gives a new vision &
perspective.”
“We were all very skeptical at
the beginning, now we’re all
very positive.”

https://osha.europa.eu
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Scenarios

Example:
Scenarios
Digitalisaton

Governance &
public attitudes

High/Supportive

Low

Scenario 1
Evolution

Scenario 2
Transformation

Scenario 4
Fragmentation

Scenario 3
Exploitation

High

Low/ Resistive

Economic growth &
technology innovation

https://osha.europa.eu
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3rd Foresight:
Circular Economy (CE) and impacts on OSH
Relevance:
▪ Transitioning to a CE is a key driver of the EU Green Deal
implementation and of the EU goal of achieving carbon neutrality
by 2050 while creating sustainable growth and jobs.

▪ It has significant policy and regulatory implications that will affect
future jobs.
▪ It will also have consequences for workers’ safety and health.

▪ Relevance to the EU OSH Strategic Framework 2021-2027
• Key objective: “Anticipating and managing change in the new world of work brought
about by the green, digital and demographic transitions”

https://osha.europa.eu
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Foresight study on the circular economy and OSH
First phase (2021): scenario development - Macro scenario’s.
Second phase (2022): dissemination and tailoring of the macro-scenarios, via
stakeholder dialogue and workshops - Micro scenario’s.

https://osha.europa.eu
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Intro: Circular Economy and OSH
Adaptation/innovation in working processes, creativity in business
models, short circles, new ways of collaboration, less waste
-

new type of design of working processes for the future
incorporation of digital technology.
preserving and extending what’s already made
prioritising regenerative resources, especially use “waste” as a resource
adaption of the existing ‘Business models’
better collaboration to create joint value.

It will have consequences for workers’ safety and health :
- impacts on jobs in hazardous sectors, related to maintenance and repair, disassembly and
recycling, could have a negative impact on working conditions;
- changes in organisational processes and/or redesigning tasks could have an impact on job
content and satisfaction

https://osha.europa.eu
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Phase 1 (2021): focused on the development of Foresight macro
scenarios
Produce a set of scenarios on the future of the Circular Economy and its potential implications for OSH, in
the European context. (To be utilised and reflected on more with stakeholders in next project phase)

Objective:

Literature review

Review of relevant
publications

Scenario Creation

2

3

4

Interviews with
experts in CE and
future of OSH to
validate research
findings &
provide additional
insights / check
blind spots

Review of key
drivers, megatrends
& scenarios from
earlier EU-OSHA
foresight cycles
based on insights
from literature
review & expert
interviews

Key factor selection
& descriptions, incl.
projections

Expert interviews

...

1
Key studies on
(the future of):
• CE
• Work
• OSH
INRS study:
translation & key
insights

Reporting &
Communication

Expert interviews

...

Software-based
Robustness /
Consistency
Analysis

5
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Interviews with
experts in CE and
future of OSH to
validate scenario
drafts and provide
additional insights /
check blind spots

Final report,
policy briefs and
visualizations
(incl. Focal
Points Network
presentation &
OSHwiki article)

Scenario drafts on
the future of CE with
OSH implications

https://osha.europa.eu
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The scenarios:
four different CE (and OSH) futures until 2040

Safety and health at work is everyone’s concern. It’s good for you. It’s good for business.

Projection 1

Projection 2

Key Factor

Projection 3
Projection 4

Today

2040

https://osha.europa.eu
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Scenario Construction

Example of key factors (in blue) and their projections (in yellow) arranged in
a morphological box. The raw scenarios are represented by the coloured lines

https://osha.europa.eu
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Four different CE (and OSH) scenarios, in the EU until 2040

The 4 Scenarios:
The roaring 40’s – fully circular
and inclusive
Carbon neutrality - of a hazardous
kind
Staying afloat – amid economic
and environmental crises

Today

2040

Regional Circularities - with
European Divides

https://osha.europa.eu
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Result Phase 1: four macro scenario’s on CE and OSH in the EU
until 2040

The roaring 40’s – fully
circular and inclusive
In 2040, the products that
sell best are those that are
cradle-to-cradle and “netpositive” in terms of social
and environmental
sustainability.

Carbon neutrality – of a
hazardous kind
The year 2040 marks the
achievement of carbon
neutrality in Europe. But:
With environmental
outcomes having been
prioritized above all else,
this has often come at the
expense of job quality and
working conditions.

Staying afloat – amid
economic and
environmental crises

Regional Circularities –
with European Divides

In 2040, the biggest concern
for many is just having a job
– and not what the job
entails. Most people are
focused on keeping things
afloat, so that there’s little
consideration for much else
- neither the environment,
social rights nor job quality.

In 2040, everyone knows:
Contracted employees are
well looked after, but those
in non-standard employment
are not. Neither is the
environment, with circularity
being mostly regional.

https://osha.europa.eu
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The roaring 40’s – fully circular and inclusive

In 2040, the products that
sell best are those that are
cradle-to-cradle and ‘netpositive’ in terms of social
and environmental
sustainability.

https://osha.europa.eu
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The roaring 40’s – fully circular and inclusive

Phone call between the union representative and a maintenance
worker (names withheld for privacy reasons), 1.6.2040:
Maintenance worker: ‘Kind of you to ask, but no, I’m not worried about
anything. I like it up here — and I do feel safe. Sometimes, when you
hear about the accidents people had two decades ago when the first
serious urban PV installations started; it feels ridiculous, or horrifying.
People working with helmets and hi-vis vests only, no airbag, nothing.
Plus, it sounds like no one was ultimately responsible for them. I
have my safety AI Eugene watching over me ...’

https://osha.europa.eu
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Staying afloat – amid economic and environmental crises

In 2040, the biggest
concern for many is just
having a job – and not what
the job entails. Most people
are focused on keeping
things afloat, so that there’s
little consideration for much
else - not the environment,
not social rights and not job
quality.

https://osha.europa.eu
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Staying afloat – amid economic and environmental crises

Agáta Novotná, Zlín, Czechia, March 2040
Agáta wakes up at 04:50 sharp, giving her just enough time to roll out of
bed and log on to jobseek.eu, where job vacancies are published
throughout the EU daily. With a professional background in real estate
(who would buy in this market?) Agáta has increasingly been forced to
take on platform jobs in the waste collection industry just to make
ends meet. Like the Uber drivers of yesteryear, cash‘4’collect drivers
provide on-demand waste collection services to households in the
Moravia region. All that is required of potential workers is their own
vehicle and a prompt collection and drop-off service. Today looks
like a quiet one, though, with hardly any collection tickets on offer. Agáta
slips back into bed, deciding to put off worrying about how she’s going to
pay rent this month until after she next wakes up.

https://osha.europa.eu
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Carbon neutrality - of a hazardous kind

The year 2040 marks the
achievement of carbon
neutrality in Europe. But:
With environmental
outcomes having been
prioritized above all else,
this has often come at the
expense of job quality and
working conditions.

https://osha.europa.eu
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Regional circularities - with European divides

In 2040, everyone knows:
contracted employees are
well looked after, but those
in non-standard
employment are not.
Neither is the environment,
with circularity being mostly
regional.

https://osha.europa.eu
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Phase 2: dissemination and tailoring of the scenario’s
✓ Definition of the stakeholder groups (stakeholder analysis)
•
•

Potential workshop participants
Target audience for effective communication and dissemination

✓ Development of 4 different “lenses” for the workshops
• Workshop 1: focus on vulnerable stakeholder groups (incl. e.g., migrant
workers, lower-skilled, youth, etc.).
• Workshop 2: focus on most affected sectors by the transition to a circular
economy.
• Workshop 3: focus on waste management (stakeholders from the waste
industry as well as other high waste producing sectors).
• Workshop 4: focus on cross-cutting implications for OSH as well as regional
perspectives.
https://osha.europa.eu
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Workshop lenses (i.e., focus) for each of the workshops,
including suggested stakeholder groups.

https://osha.europa.eu
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The workshops:
Each workshop starts from the existing macro-scenarios (with already tailored content).

Examples of guiding questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of change can we expect the macro-scenario to bring about for the stakeholder
groups (both collectively and individual groups)?
How would work change in the scenario (covering opportunities as well as risks)?
What are the specific OSH implications?
From the macro-scenario, what are the (new) needs for action and policy?
Which needs for further research can we identify today?
Which of the changes and implications identified in the discussions cut across the scenarios,
and which ones are specific for one specific pathway?

https://osha.europa.eu
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Planning
Workshops:
The first 3 workshops have taken place on resp. the 9th and the 29th of March, and 7th of June
2022.
The 4th workshop will take place in October 2022 and the lens is focused on cross-cutting
implications for OSH as well as regional perspectives.
• Mix of policy makers from a broad cross section of networks and disciplines
• Regional representation guaranteed via FOP nominees

Reports and further dissemination:
The interactive workshops and further desk research will lead to the development of a set of micro
scenarios for 4 relevant branch/stakeholder group combinations per scenario (16 in total). These will
be published as a report (including a summary and policy briefs) beginning of 2023.

https://osha.europa.eu
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In development: draft micro-scenarios (16)

https://osha.europa.eu
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Planning
Workshops:
The first 3 workshops have taken place on resp. the 9th and the 29th of March, and 7th of June 2022.
The 4th workshop will take place in October 2022 and the lens is focused on cross-cutting implications
for OSH as well as regional perspectives.
• FOP nominees to guarantee the regional representation
• Mix of policy makers from a broad cross section of networks and disciplines
Reports and further dissemination:
The interactive workshops and further desk research will lead to the development of a set of micro
scenarios for 4 relevant branch/stakeholder group combinations per scenario (16 in total). These will be
published as a report (including a summary,graphocs and policy briefs) beginning of 2023.

NB: in the final report, ways will be explored how to best integrate new scenario pathways around what
have been major developments in the interim period since Phase 1 of the project, including e.g. the
Ukraine crisis and the potential effects of these developments on both the circular economy and
working conditions (and OSH) in the EU until 2040.
https://osha.europa.eu
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Preliminary results Circular Economy and OSH [ongoing]
Adaptation/innovation in working processes, creativity in business
models, short circles, new ways of collaboration, less waste
-

new type of design of working processes for the future
incorporation of digital technology.
preserving and extending what’s already made
prioritising regenerative resources, especially use “waste” as a resource
adaption of the existing ‘Business models’
better collaboration to create joint value.

It will have consequences for workers’ safety and health :
- impacts on jobs in hazardous sectors, related to maintenance and repair, disassembly and
recycling, could have a negative impact on working conditions;
- changes in organisational processes and/or redesigning tasks could have an impact on job
content and satisfaction

https://osha.europa.eu
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https://osha.europa.eu
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https://osha.europa.eu
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Publication of a report and 2 Policy
briefs:
▪ “The role of digitalisation in the
circular economy and
implications for OSH”

▪ “Challenges and opportunities
for occupational safety and
health in the waste sector”
All available at:
https://osha.europa.eu/en/emergingrisks/circular-economy
ON-GOING:

▪ Workshops with stakeholders
▪ Development of micro-scenarios with stakeholders dedicated to specific contexts
(regions, sectors, activities, workers´ groups)
▪ Final reports with micro-scenario’s expected Q1 2023
https://osha.europa.eu
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Concerns
▪ If green jobs are to be truly sustainable, we need to make sure that they benefit workers'
safety and health, as well as the environment. In the green economy, as elsewhere, good
OSH plays a vital role in increasing competitiveness and productivity. In this fast-developing
area, we need to ensure that what is good for the environment is good for workers too.
▪ Given how quickly the green economy is expected to grow, it is important that we anticipate
any new or emerging OSH risks in relation to green jobs before they appear. That is why
EU-OSHA has carried out foresight studies and reviews looking at the challenges and
opportunities that will arise as part of the transition towards climate neutrality:
− Emerging risks and OSH challenges in the agriculture and forestry sector
(https://osha.europa.eu/en/highlights/emerging-risks-and-osh-challenges-agriculture-and-forestry-sector)
− Circular economy and its effects on OSH (https://osha.europa.eu/en/emerging-risks/circular-economy)
− Workers’ safety and health in green jobs (https://osha.europa.eu/en/emerging-risks/green-jobs)

https://osha.europa.eu
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Thank you!

starren@osha.europa.eu

https://osha.europa.eu
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